1

PHOENIX TEARS 40%
This glittery tipple is made with a base of Caribbean rum along with cinnamon,
ginger and the aforementioned tears of a phoenix.

£5.00

2

PLANTATION PINEAPPLE STIGGINS’ FANCY 40%
They infuse the rinds of Queen Victoria pineapples in their white rum for a week
then distil it, and infuse the fruit of the pineapples in dark rum for three months.
These are married together and left to age in casks for three months.

£4.40

3

PRESIDENTE MARTI 15 40%
It was matured in a Solera, resulting in a well-oaked though pleasantly sweet tipple.

£4.40

4

RATHLEE 3 YEAR OLD RUM 40%
A transatlantic tipple that is wonderful served with a zesty fruit juice...

£4.00

5

REVOLVER RUM 40%
The result is a light, elegant rum, which the creators recommend enjoying over ice
with a generous garnish of lime.

£4.40

6

RON CUBAY 10YEAR OLD 40%
10 years in the cask has given this beauty bags of character, flavour and an glorious mahogany hue.

£4.40

7

RON DE JEREMY XO 40%
Ron de Jeremy XO is made using a blend of well-aged pot and column distilled
rums from Barbados, Trinidad and Guyana, matured in American bourbon barrels.

£4.40

8

SIX SAINTS CARIBBEAN RUM 41.7%
plenty of classic vanilla and tropical fruit notes all the way through.

£4.00

9

SKIPPER DEMERARA RUM 40%
A rich, thick spirit which works brilliantly well with cola and a squeeze of lime.

£3.80

10 SUNSET VERY STRONG RUM 84.5%
An extremely high strength rum from Saint Vincent. This is distilled from molasses in a column still.

£5.00

11 ALNWICK GOLDEN SPICED RUM 40%
Alnwick's is an old rum brand dating from 1914 with this spiced release using
rums from the Caribbean, mixed spices, citrus, and other exotic fruit.

£3.80

12 BLACK MAGIC SPICED RUM 40%
A spiced rum inspired by legends and adventured involving magic potions that can
transform a person to become more gregarious, enchanting and charismatic! Dare
you seek the skull?

£3.80

13 BLACKWELL BLACK GOLD FINE JAMAICAN RUM 40%
Blackwell Black Gold Rum was created by Chris Blackwell, who also happens to
be the owner of Island Records.

£3.80

14 BOMBO 40 RUM—CARAMEL & COCONUT 40%
A spiced rum from the Bombo range, flavoured with coconut and caramel along
fruity rum..

£3.80

15 CHAIRMANS RESERVE SPICED RUM 40%
Impressively, it was the only spiced or flavoured rum to receive a Gold Medal at
the International Spirits Challenge 2013.

£3.80

16 CHAMAREL PREMIUM GOLD RUM 42%
The reward for their diligence is a vibrant rum with subtle vanilla character.

£4.00

£4.00
17 CLOVEN HOOF SPICED RUM 37.5%
Cloven Hoof Spiced Rum is made using a tasty blend of Guyanese and Trinidadian
rum, along with a selection of spices, including cassia, anise and clove.
18 BUMBU ORIGINAL RUM 35%
Caribbean spices are added with no artificial flavourings or colours at all.

£4.00

19 DANCING COWS HOPKINS RUM 40%
This English rum from the Dancing Cows distillery is made with spirit that rests in
steel tanks with some bourbon aged chunks and goes through a unique ageing process which includes ultrasound, heat and forced aeration. Science!

£3.80

20 DEAD MAN’S FINGERS CORNISH SPICED RUM 37.5%
This is made using a blend of Caribbean rums alongside a hearty helping of spices.

£3.80

21 DON PAPA 10 YEAR OLD RUM 43%
It's
produced on an island in the Philippines, which is said to have one of the highest
rates of 'Angel's Share' evaporation in the world - making this 10 year old expression (aged in re-charred American oak barrels) all the more impressive.

£4.70

22 DOS MADERAS 5+5 PEDRO XIMENEZ 40%
A 'double aged' rum, although it could be considered to be triple aged.

£4.70

23 GOSLINGS BLACK SEAL 151 PROOF 75.5%
Despite the 75.5% of Gosling's Black Seal 151, this is a very smooth rum, and it's
utterly delicious.

£4.70

24 KIRK & SWEENEY 23 YEAR OLD 40%
Cor! 23 year old Dominican rum! Yes please! This comes from the Kirk &
Sweeney range, and ought to be a massively delicious treat.

£5.00

25 LA HECHICERA FINE AGED RUM 40%
This rum was made in Colombia and is Solera-aged rum aged for between 12 and
21 years in bourbon barrels. Very good indeed.

£4.70

26 ONE LOVE RUM 50%
Based in Kettering, the One Love Rum Company introduces a reggae influenced
blend of tropically aged four year old Jamaican rum, two year old rum from Trinidad and five year old rum from Barbados.

£4.00

27 PEAKY BLINDER BLACK SPICED RUM 40%
This is a black spiced rum that has been blended with various spices to help accentuate the rum's flavour profile. As such, this expression features big ol' helpings of
vanilla, clove and flamed orange peel notes.

£4.00

28 MONYMUSK SPECIAL RESERVE 40%
A blend of rums from the Monymusk distillery in Jamaica, which were aged individually in charred oak casks.

£3.80

29 MORANT BAY SPICED RED RUM 42%
Containing Caribbean molasses, the resultant spirit is then infused using a secret
recipe of Caribbean botanicals that's said to include hibiscus, sorrel, cherry,
starfruit and Szechuan pepper.

£3.80

30 VIEUX RHUM DZAMA 1998 45%
From the Dzama range comes this 1998 vintage Madagascan Rhum Agricole, aged
in French Limousin casks and presented at 45% ABV.

£3.80

31 PUSSER’S 15 YEAR OLD 40%
Traditionally, this rum would be afforded to seamen as part of their daily ration. A
double dose was offered before battle, given to the sailors by the ship's purser

£3.80

32 KILL DEVIL 46%
This was bottled for the Kill Devil range by Hunter Laing, producing 338 bottles.
Banana bread and malt loaf. A core of fiery cinnamon, along with juicy peach.

£3.80

33 XM SUPREME 15 YEAR 40%
Spicy, nutty, good body with molasses and stone fruit.

£3.80

34 R L SEALE’S 10 YEAR OLD 43%
R L Seales is a rich 10 year old rum from Barbados, lots of character and richness,
very smooth too.

£3.80

35 ELEMENTS 8 SPICED RUM 40%
Elements 8 combines top quality dark rum with lovely Caribbean spices, as well as
fruit and honey.

£3.80

36 DIAMOND DISTILLERY 1998 40%
Fantastic sipping rum with great flavours of orange peel and demerara sugar. No
added sugar, no other additives, pure rum.

£3.80

37 SUNSET CAPTAIN BLIGH XO, 40%
It is distilled from molasses in a modern two column still, and it is diluted to 87.5%
before it is aged in first fill Kentucky bourbon barrels for around a decade.

£3.80

38 RON VIGIA GRAN RESERVA 18 ANOS 40%
18 year old Cuban rum from the Ron Vigia range. Rich and inviting with notes of
thick molasses, tobacco leaf and dark chocolate.

£3.80

39 PUSSER’S ‘GUNPOWDER PROOF’ BLACK LABEL 54.5%
The palate is very sweet, plenty of dark, syrupy, stewed fruits. The finish is
credibly long and dark.

£3.80

in-

40 MATUGGA GOLDEN 42%
Made using sugar cane molasses produced in East Africa, using canes grown in
rich, red soils. The rum is distilled in copper pot stills in the UK, and enjoys its maturation in English oak casks, resulting in evocative, juicy notes of tropical fruit

£3.80

41 KRAKEN BLACK SPICED RUM 40%
Kraken is a blend of Caribbean rums that should certainly suit any fans of rich, navy
-style rum.

£3.80

42 REDLEG 37.5%
RedLeg is a superb spiced rum made with Caribbean spirit which was aged in old
oak whilst being infused with Jamaican vanilla and ginger.

£3.80
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